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Enerplex Jumpr Prime 10400

Real Price: CAD $79.99
Current Sale Price: CAD $49.99
SKU: EXJUMPRPRIME10400
Product Categories: Discontinued, Supply
Product Tags: 7800, battery, battery pack, canada, enerplex jumpr, enerplex
jumpr prime, ju-prime-10, jumpr, Jumpr Prime, power bank, prime, solar, solar
battery, usb
Product Page: https://www.modernoutpost.com/product/jumpr-prime-10400/

Product Summary
One of the most powerful USB battery packs we carry, with 3.5x the power in a
typical smartphone. The Enerplex Jumpr Prime 10400 is happy to charge from any
USB source, or any US solar panel. Like any good solar battery, the Jumpr Prime
10400 allows pass-through charging, which means that you don't have to stop
charging it to charge your devices.
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Product Description
One of the most powerful USB battery packs we carry, with 3.5x the power in a
typical smartphone. The Enerplex Jumpr Prime 10400 is happy to charge from any
USB source, or any US solar panel. Like any good solar battery, the Jumpr Prime
10400 allows pass-through charging, which means that you don't have to stop
charging it to charge your devices.
Features...
The Jumpr Prime 10400 is the perfect accessory to throw in a backpack, a briefcase,
or a gym bag while on the go. This portable battery is convenient when you don't
have time to connect to an outlet or get a charge from the sun.
- Can charge smartphones and other small USB-enabled devices - 10,400mAh
Lithium Ion Battery - Dual Charging Capabilities - Small Built-In LED Flashlight
Want to charge cameras? The best option is to use a Universal USB camera charger
like the Ansmann PL Vario. This will adapt to every camera battery size, and will
handle 3.6/3.7V packs in addition to 7.2/7.4V packs.
Pass-Through Charging...
Here's a little feature that most USB battery pack companies don't talk about:
Pass-Through charging. This is the ability of a battery pack like the Jumpr Prime to
charge other devices while it is being charged. That's right... you don't need to wait
until your Jumpr has adequate power before plugging in your tablet. The Jumpr
Prime's advanced control circuitry will handle both for you.
All the battery packs that we sell have this feature, because they are designed to
work with solar. But most big box store brands leave out this functionality.
Solar-Ready...
Want to extend the power you draw from the Jumpr Prime? Add a USB solar panel!
The Jumpr Prime connects to your favourite USB solar panels, and can charge all
your devices while it soaks-up power from the sun.
Jumpr Prime 10400 Specifications...
- Dimensions: 9.5 x 8.3 x 2.7cm (3.7 x 3.3 x 1.1") - Weight: 229g (0.50 lbs) Battery Capacity: 10400 mAh - Battery Type: Lithium Ion - Recharge By:
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Micro-USB - Input: Micro-USB - Output: Dual USB Ports - Power Output: 2.1A
(excellent for supporting iPads & tablets) - Warranty: 1 Year

Product Attributes
- Dimensions: 1 &times; 1 &times; 1 cm
- Weight: 0.6 kg

Product Gallery
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